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CONFORMA™ TOP CUSHIONING 
Provides added comfort for plus sized men and women. 
Multi-layer memory foam alcoves for the chest and stomach 
area relieve pressure and aid in spinal alignment.  A conve-
nient zipper releases the upholstery and unlocks the features 
of the Conforma Top’s proprietary design.  Available on most 
table models.

CONFORMA™ PREGNANCY TOP CUSHIONING
Is further enhanced with the additional features of a remov-
able wood base and expandable mesh webbing to provide 
additional room for the expecting mother’s tummy.

TABLE OPTIONS
SPECIALIZED • CONVENIENT • ADD-ONS

Choose from a wide variety of treatment table 
accessories and equipment. Here you'll find 
anything from arm cradles to rolling casters for your 
tables.

ROLLING LOCKING CASTERS
Rolling casters provide the perfect 
solution. Available on Cloud 9, Pro 
Salon, Aspen, Serenity. Contact LEC 
for use on other stationary tables.

STRATA™ PAD
2-Layer 2" Strata™ memory foam
cushioning. Bounce-back layer within
foam minimizes indentations and
maintains a light, airy feel.

DIGITAL WARMING DRAWER
Is the perfect addition to select tables 
and trolleys, providing a multifunction-
al solution to spa treatment needs. 
This hand-built unit features variable 
preset heating for hot towels, warm-
ing stones, or robes and linens. 

HANDS FREE FOOT CONTROL
Med-Ped™ Hands Free Foot Control 
keeps hands sanitary for specialty 
work. Adjusts all table-top movements 
independently, including height 
adjustments. Available on Pro Salon, 
Aspen, Cloud 9.

ARM SHELF
Sits underneath the facecradle with 
luxurious 4" foam and seconds as a 
table extender. Removable when not 
in use. Available on all LEC stationary 
tables.

AROMATHERAPY PLATFORM
Display an elegant array of herbs, 
flowers or essential oils. Adjust-
able, removable platform. 
Available on all LEC tables.

PAPER ROLL HANGER
This removable Paper Roll Hanger is 
designed with ease-of-use in mind. 
Holds 21” paper rolls. For use with all 
portable and stationary tables.

HOT TOWEL CABINET
UL Listed Hot Towel Cabi holds 24 
heated towels at an easy hand’s 
reach. Fits in Pro Salon, Nuage, and 
Serenity tables w/designer cabinet, & 
trolleys.

POWERPORT™ SYSTEM
Clever and practical, these recessed 
outlets eliminate cord clutter by 
allowing you to power additional 
equipment right from your table. 
Available in international voltages

Aspen caster shown

LED CHROMA LIGHTING
A full color spectrum that gradually 
changes between hues, or stops 
on a single color of your choice.

PIVOTPERFECT™ SIDE ARMS
PivotPerfect™ side arms pivot in close 
to client for a snug-in fit, or outword for 
hand/arm massage, filing and polish. 
Self-adjusting with angle of back tilt. 
Removable when not in use. With or 
without manicure dishes.


